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In an recent issue of TREE. Dias’ reviews the 
importance and complexity of source-sink 
habitats in ecology. She points our the diffc~lws 

of identifying the source-sink populahons from a 
simple comparison of the demographic 
parameters between populations in a single 
generation study, and affirms that these situdtlons 

can be correctly identified only by long-term 
demographc studies. 

I think the above affirmation is true oniy for 
populations with a single stable-equilibrium 
density. The difficulty may persist for long-term 
demographic studies if the source population 
present chaotic behaviourz. For instance, using the 
source-sink model presented by Watkinson and 
Sutherland3 with a source population with chaotic 
dynamic (b = 100, a = 0.01 and b = IO) and a 
sink population (h = 0.8, a = 0 .Ql and 
b = 1) with migration rates of, say, m, = 0.6 and 
m2 = 0.1. We can calculate the net rate of 
population increase (R), which is a measure of the 
number of births and deaths that occur. rn order to 
identify source and sink populations (R c 1 
corresponds to sink populatrons). After a 
simulation of 100 generations to see the 
long-time population behaviour. the iast three 
outcomes tor the chaotic population are: 

Generation R 

98 c.15 
99 58.1 

100 O.CU 

WL’ can see that sometimes the populatton 
behaves as a source (e.g. R= 58.1) and 
sometimes as a sink (e.g. R = 0.15) owing to the 
chaotic behaviour of the population. showmg the 
difficulties of discerning between source and sink 
populaii~ns even In long term studres. 
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I agree wrth b;on&%ez-Andujar that rt may be 
difficult to rdenhfy clearly source and sink 
populations even from long-term oemographic 
studies. It is also hue that ecological tliinktng has 
beeh dominated by equikbriurn conceptsJ. and 
that other kinds of gogulatioh dynamics, such as 
stochastic or chaotic behaviour. should not be 
ignored. However, I would like tc reiterate a few 
points concerning the scurce-sink model as 
defined by Pulliam2. 

Fi!st. Pulkam has defined source and sink 
populations in terms of ‘BIDE’ models, ihat is, 

models that include not only birth and death rates, 
but aiso emigration and rmmlgratcon rates. B&h 
and death are insufficient to identify zaurces and 
srnks, whatever the length of the :rudy (cf. Ref. 31. 
Second. HIS dofinrtlons; of s’urco and sink apply 
‘to equ)kbnurn pop;ulati;ns only’, and thus are not 
suited for chaotrc populations. Third, his mode!? 
implies active dispefsal (i.e. habitat selection 
based on differences in habitat quality), and 
I am nut aware of population models that include 
both chaotic behaviour and habitat choice. 
I therefore believe that restrictions concerning 
chaotic behaviour are not lelevant in a gehuine 
source-sink context: such a behaviour would 
ouestion the definition of a ‘source’ popuiahan 
rather than its Jdentification. 

Identifying source and sink populations from a 
model rnatnly imnkes knowing population SIZCS at 
each generation. But in the real world, source-sink 
functioning is a bJological concept that includes 
other demographic parameters as well as other 
factors kke habitat heterogeneity, density 
dependence or individual bekviour (e.g habitat 
selection). 

Anywav oefintrlons of ‘-ollrces nrd sinks arc 
conceptual tools, raoi rigid labels, so they may not 
always strictly fit natural populations. It is healthy 
to keep ir mind that nature IS hot generated by 
models. 
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Debating Costa and Fitzgerald1 over the ments of 
using within group distrrbuhon of reprc:luction as 
the key critenon for understanding ‘euscc~a!~ty’. 
Reeve et al.2 cnticired ‘the idea (attributed to 
Wicslo [sic]) that it is best not lo categonze 
societies at all, bet rather simply to note and 
ddscribc each taxon as a phylog,enetJcalJy unique 
entity.’ This misrepresents my views4. and mtsses 
twe Important points. 

The first point relates to the fl nction cf 
defrnlhons of terms kke ‘euSOCI? ity’. Costa and 
Fitzgerald~ (p. 288) carefully quoted from Wctslo” 
that authors should state ‘precrs~?ly and exnkcltlv 
how they operationally define...[soctal 
behaviors!.. .for the specific hypotheses thei: wish 
to test.’ Definitions dre conceptu,)! looks. and 
different questions rooe& different frameworks” 
For example, if one wanted 10 test the hypothesis 
that groups are Jmore e:ficacJous men sclitary 
individuals in defendin: nests agairst predators. 
then appropriate categories arc? group-living’ or 

‘solitary’, rather than ones derived from 
wifh:n-group distnbutl;in of reoroduction. 

The second pornt relates to the use of 
pr,jiiogerietic data ;fl evol&onary studes. 
Reese et ai. ex:%s concern that using a 
‘pnyln&meticaUy ~mque mtrty as a basis br 
cornoarlsof wil: block the fundamental sclen?lfic 
goal.. .of seehrng common causal principles 
underiying convergent phenomena.’ This concern 
is puzzling since phylogenetic information is 
required to distinguish between convergent and 
homologous traits. Comparing phyiogeneticaliy 
distant species like birds and bees, as well 
as closely related species, can give valuable 
insights regarding general patterns of evolution. 
and the two kinds of comparisons serve 
different ends. 
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It was a real pleasure to see Toquenaga and 
Wade’s amcle on why k and 5 life research have 
failed to interact as much as at least some 
researchers in both fields were (and st!l: are, 
hop~ngl. I would simply like to highlight a couple of 
points for further drscussion. 

First, the authors pomt out that the type of 
mutational effects influencinp A- and B.llfe 
systems are different, with mostly mutations of 
minor effect betng typical of real organisms. and 
mutations cf large etfect betng tnore cnaractenstic 
of A kfe. However. ttils IS more a convenhonal 
assumptron than I! 1s a fact. at least when tt 
comes to the genetic basis of phenotypic 
novelties, While II 1s true that many mut&ons In 
living organisms :jre neutral or ouas~-so kncn they 
occur. several authors have recently pornted out 
;hdt the cWYhJhlal~ /dr 0i a redured n!lrnher t>i 
loci with major effects on the phenotype might 
have been unoerestimated owing to the influence 
of :he Rshenan paradJgrn+ 

Second, one of the reasons that them has been 
kttle enthusiasm tn the D-life cornmunlty aboul 
A life accotnpiishmen%s IS hecause several A IIre 
researchers have srmply rediscovered @nrJ 
sometimes renamed wrthout ackno~!ledgrng, Or 
lknowrng about) fundamental theorems Of 
population and quantitative genetlcs. One can get 


